
bio 
Talk To Her are an electro-wave-rock band from Italy with a dark, 
incisive and powerful sound attitude, playing together since late 
2015. After a year dedicated to writing songs, they started playing  
in the most famous clubs and summer festivals in northern and 
center of Italy. In 2018 they published HOME under the label 
Shyrec with excellent feedback from the public, magazines and 
webzines, in Italy and in Europe. HOME is an EP of 4 tracks, 
anticipated by the video of the single “Zodiac”. The HOME 
experience culminates in 2019 with the participation at Monitor 
Festival (Minimal Wave & Post Punk Rendez Vous) in Leiria, Portugal. 
Talk To Her are currently working on Love Will Come Again, their 
first full length album, released the 14th of February 2020.

web utilities

 Facebook 

 Instagram 

 Spotify 

 Streaming 

 talktoherband.com

labels 
Shyrec 
info@shyrec.it

Icy Cold Records 
icycoldrecords@gmail.com

management 
M1 management 
m1mgmt.music@gmail.com 
+39 340 6047320 (Stefano)

booking 
Three Blackbirds 
threeblackbirdsfree@gmail.com 
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LOVE WILL COME AGAIN
LOVE WILL COME AGAIN is Talk To Her’s debut album, their 
second production after the EP HOME (2018). It’s an album about 
love as an overwhelming power, a mystical experience of life that 
might be even the hardest: ten tracks, a decalogue describing it  
as the supreme law which controls and regulates everything. 
It reminds us firstly of the fragility of innocence (Innocence), telling us 
how suspicion in a relationship can be hard to handle (Truth), as well 
as with the feeling of pain and grief (Ibisco). Then it investigates how 
it feels to get lost still waiting in deathly silence (Hollow) or trying 
to fill the void of those who are missing (The Caller). In the end this 
journey is sealed with a confession (Confessions), a dialogue with our 
inner ghost, when losing yourself is the way to find your mind again. 

LWCA is the investigation of love as a mass phenomenon 
transformed in a routine of meaningless images by a poetical 
practice.

LWCA is the dramatic story of the eternal fight between a fragile 
human being and a society that doesn’t live love because love 
dominates it.

LWCA is a suffered warning.

LWCA is a loud shout.

LWCA is a violent rebellion.

Love has always had its absolute, strict, seducing rules.

Its dictatorship has been coming back since ever.

It will come back forever.

REVIEWS 
 indiemusic.fr 
 thresholdmagazine.pt 
 muzzart.fr

LABELS 
Shyrec 
Icy Cold Records

CATALOG 
SHY033 
ICR034

DISTRIBUTION  
Audioglobe

RELEASE DATE  
February 2020

FORMAT 
Audio CD 
Vinyl 
Digital

DURATION 
39' 52"

TRACKLIST 
01 Innocence 
02 Truth 
03 Ibisco 
04 Hollow 
05 Set Me Free 
06 No Other View 
07 The Caller 
08 View (Reprise) 
09 Away/Afraid 
10 Confessions

CREDITS

Music by 
Talk To Her

Produced by  
Matteo Scarpa

Recorded and mixed by  
Edoardo Pellizzari  

Teatro delle Voci – Treviso (IT)

Mastered by  
Collin Jordan 

The Boiler Room – Chicago (USA)

Artwork by  
Sara Murrone  

www.studiomai.pizza
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Streaming

  IBISCO  
Official Video
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HOME
HOME is the first EP of Talk To Her, out for Shyrec in March 2018. 
Four songs as an allegory for perpetual journeys between the inside 
and the outside, an attempted exorcism to cleanse us of monotonous 
life-style routines, a story of excess and discovery, haphazard 
getaways and unexpected returns, overwhelming joys and the growing 
awareness that some of our milestones in the end are just all show.

REVIEWS 
 muzzart.fr 
 xtm.it 
 sodapop.it

LABEL 
Shyrec

CATALOG 
SHY029

RELEASE DATE  
March 2018

FORMAT 
Audio CD 
Digital

DURATION 
16' 46"

TRACKLIST 
01 Zodiac 
02 Forest 
03 Nightfall 
04 Burning

  HOME 
Streaming

  ZODIAC 
Official Video

CREDITS

Music by 
Talk To Her

Recorded and mixed by  
Edoardo Pellizzari  

Teatro delle Voci – Treviso (IT)

Mastered by  
Simone Squillario 

HybridStudio – Torino (IT)

Artwork by  
Sara Murrone  

www.studiomai.pizza
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